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Abstract: As part of the new measures to prevent the spread of the 2019 coronavirus disease
(COVID-19), medical students were advised to wear a mask in class and avoid touching their
faces. Few studies have analyzed the influence of health education on the frequency of face- and
smartphone-touching behaviors during the COVID-19 pandemic. This research compared the fre-
quency of in-class face- and smartphone-touching behaviors of medical students before and after the
delivery of personal hygiene education during the COVID-19 pandemic. A behavioral observational
study was conducted involving medical students at Taipei Medical University. Eighty medical
students were recruited during a lecture on otorhinolaryngology. All medical students were required
to wear a mask. Their face- and smartphone-touching behavior was observed by viewing the 4 k
resolution video tape recorded in class. The recording lasted for 2 h, comprising 1 h prior to the
health educational reminder and 1 h afterwards. The frequencies of hand-to-face contact and hand-
to-smartphone contact were analyzed before and after the delivery of health education emphasizing
personal hygiene. Comprehensive health education and reminders effectively reduce the rate of face-
and smartphone-touching behaviors.

Keywords: mask; smartphone touching; face touching; COVID-19

1. Introduction

Hand hygiene is greatly emphasized because hands are a proven vector for trans-
mitting nosocomial respiratory infections. Advances in cellular technology have led to
the development and popularity of smartphones, which are now a part of our daily lives.
Between 2011 and 2018, the community-wide rate of adoption and utilization of cell phones
skyrocketed from 10% to 60%, and the upward trend is expected to reach 79% by 2025 [1].
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Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), which is caused by severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), has spread across the globe and affected over
10.4 million global citizens [2]. The main route of transmission for COVID-19 is through
infected respiratory droplets. Droplets are small drops of aqueous bodies that are dispersed
from the respiratory tract when we speak, cough, or sneeze [3–5]. The virus possesses
two characteristics that facilitate its rapid spread, namely direct transmission during the
presymptomatic and symptomatic period, and indirect transmission from viral particles
deposited on surfaces [6]. Upon touching such contaminated surfaces, the virus can then
be transmitted into the human body through the mouth, nose, or eyes [7,8].

As part of the new measures to prevent the spread of COVID-19, Taiwan has im-
plemented strict new mask regulations for eight categories of places, including health
care facilities, public transportation facilities, places of consumption, places of learning,
sports and exhibition venues, entertainment venues, houses of worship, and offices and
business venues.

To face this global challenge, community engagement is fundamental for breaking
the transmission chain and preventing further community outbreak. Every member of the
society has an obligation to strictly adhere to preventive measures, such as proper hand
washing, social distancing, and respiratory hygiene, in order to combat infection [2].

Medical students were advised to wear a mask and avoid touching their faces upon
implementation of these restrictions. Messages about mouth and nose touching are already
commonplace in hand hygiene promotion programs. Increasing medical students’ aware-
ness of their habituated face- and smartphone-touching behaviors, and improving their
understanding of self-inoculation as a route of transmission, contribute to enhancing hand
hygiene compliance.

Inexpensive and simple, hand hygiene is an effective and practical preventive method
to break the colonization and transmission cycle related to self-inoculation. However, few
studies have analyzed the influence of public health educational reminders on the frequency
of face- and smartphone-touching behaviors during the COVID-19 pandemic. This research
compared the frequency of in-class face- and smartphone-touching behaviors of medical
students before and after an educational personal hygiene reminder was delivered during
the COVID-19 pandemic.

2. Materials and Methods

A behavioral observation study involving medical students was conducted at Taipei
Medical University. Eighty medical students were recruited when they attended an otorhi-
nolaryngology lecture. All medical students were required to wear a mask. Their face-
and smartphone-touching behaviors were observed through digital videotape recording.
The video recording lasted for 2 h, consisting of 1 h prior to health education and 1 h
afterwards. The educational reminder emphasizing personal hygiene was delivered 1 h
after the lesson began. The frequency of hand-to-face contact and hand-to-smartphone
contact was analyzed before and after the delivery of the reminder.

2.1. Study Design and Participants

This study is an exploratory before–after experimental design. During the first hour
of observation, the students were not notified of the experiment. As the first 1 h session
ended, a 10 min personal hygiene reminder, including educating slides and video, was
shown to the participants. The students were informed about this experiment at the same
time. They independently signed the consent form. Afterwards, we carried out the second
hour of observational study.

Ethical approval was obtained from the Institutional Review Board of Taipei Medical
University prior to the commencement of the study. Informed consent was obtained
from all students. All methods were conducted in accordance with relevant guidelines
and regulations.
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2.2. Data Collection

The in-class face- and smartphone-touching behavior of each student was observed
throughout the 120 min lesson and recorded using a digital videotape device. All medical
students were required to wear a mask throughout the lecture. The video recording lasted
for 2 h, consisting of 1 h prior to the health educational reminder and 1 h afterwards. This
health educational reminder, emphasizing personal hygiene, was delivered 1 h after the
lesson began. The students were educated about proper hand hygiene and they were
instructed not to touch their smartphones or faces to prevent transmission of infectious
diseases. The frequency of hand-to-face and hand-to-smartphone contact was analyzed
before and after the personal hygiene reminder. The videotape recording was viewed by a
researcher (Y.L.A.K.) after the lecture. The researcher used a standardized scoring sheet to
record the number of times that each observed person touched their facial zone (unmasked
area), masked area, and smartphone.

2.3. Statistical Analysis

Descriptive statistics were applied to determine touching frequencies using SPSS ver-
sion 21 for Windows (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). The total numbers of face and smartphone
contacts were summed. We compared the behavioral pattern, specifically the frequencies
of face- and smartphone-touching behaviors, 1 h before and 1 h after the personal hygiene
educational reminder was delivered. The mean and standard deviations were calculated,
and a significant difference was tested using a paired t test.

3. Results

Before the personal hygiene message was delivered, of the 80 medical students, 73
were observed touching their faces at least once in 1 h and only 7 were not. The total
number of face touches of all recruited students reached 777 in 1 h, with an average of
9.71 ± 7.49 touches per hour (Table 1); 37% (291/777) involved contact with the masked
area, and 63% (486/777) involved contact with unmasked areas (Figure 1). They touched
their masked and unmasked areas 3.64 ± 3.13 and 6.09 ± 5.35 times per hour on average,
respectively (Table 2). Among the 80 students, 71 were observed to have touched their
smartphones at least once in 1 h and only 9 were not. The total number of smartphone
contacts of all recruited students reached 517 in 1 h, with an average of 6.46 ± 6.94 touches
per hour (Table 1).

After the personal hygiene message was delivered, among the 80 students, 70 were
observed to have touched their faces at least once in 1 h and 10 were not. The total number
of face touches of all recruited students reached 441 in 1 h, with an average of 5.51 ± 4.07
touches per hour (Table 1). Of all face contacts, 44% (196/441) involved contact with
their mask, and 56% (245/441) involved contact with unmasked areas. They touched
their masked and unmasked areas 2.45 ± 3.09 and 3.06 ± 2.64 times per hour on average,
respectively (Table 2). Among the 80 students, 67 were observed to have touched their
smartphones at least once in 1 h and only 13 were not. The total number of smartphone
touches of all recruited students reached 335 in 1 h, with an average of 4.19 ± 3.86 touches
per hour (Table 1).

Table 1. Face- and smartphone-touching behavioral analysis before and after the delivery of a personal hygiene reminder
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Before Personal
Hygiene Reminder

After Personal
Hygiene Reminder p Value

Total face-touching incidents 777 441

Average face-touching incidents, mean ± 1 SD (%) 9.71 ± 7.49 5.51 ± 4.07 <0.01

Total smartphone-touching incidents 517 335

Average smartphone-touching incidents,
mean ± 1 SD (%) 6.46 ± 6.94 4.19 ± 3.86 <0.01
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Figure 1. Face-touching behavior during COVID-19 pandemic, depicting masked and
unmasked areas.

Table 2. Face-touching behavioral analysis before and after the delivery of a personal hygiene reminder during the
COVID-19 pandemic.

All Facial Areas Masked Area Unmasked Area

Face-touching behavioral analysis before the
delivery of a personal hygiene reminder

Total face-touching incidents 777 291 486

Average face-touching incidents,
mean ± 1 SD (%) 9.71 ± 7.49 3.64 ± 3.13 6.08 ± 5.35

Face-touching behavioral analysis after the
delivery of a personal hygiene reminder

Total face-touching incidents 441 196 245

Average face-touching incidents,
mean ± 1 SD (%) 5.51 ± 4.07 2.45 ± 3.09 3.06 ± 2.64

Before the personal hygiene message was delivered, students touched their faces
9.71 ± 7.49 times per hour on average. After the health educational reminder, they touched
their faces 5.51 ± 4.07 times per hour on average. The frequency of face-touching behav-
ior was significantly decreased with the promotion of personal hygiene (9.71 ± 7.49 vs.
5.51 ± 4.07 times per hour, p < 0.01; Table 1).

Before personal hygiene education was given, students touched their smartphones
6.46 ± 6.94 times per hour on average. After the health instructions were delivered, they
touched their smartphones 5.51 ± 4.07 times per hour on average. The frequency of
smartphone-touching behavior was significantly reduced as the participants were educated
about personal hygiene (6.46 ± 6.94 vs. 4.19 ± 3.86 times per hour, p < 0.01; Table 1).

4. Discussion

Amid the COVID-19 pandemic, similar to many other countries, Taiwan’s Central
Epidemic Command Center urged the public to wear masks in places where social dis-
tancing was not feasible. Masks have been reported to be efficient in prohibiting the
transmission of diseases, such as COVID-19, by blocking respiratory droplets and direct
facial contact [9,10]. However, the exact mechanisms must be further investigated. The
World Health Organization issued mask guidelines advising the use of face masks for
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personal and public protection when physical distancing is not achievable, such as on
public transportation, in public venues, and at workplaces [10–13]. As a result of personal
and public hygiene concerns, students were required to wear face masks and not touch
their faces during class. Acting as a mechanical barrier, face masks can both directly and
indirectly prevent the transmission of COVID-19 by restricting touching of the mucosal
areas of the mouth and nose.

According to our results, after the delivery of personal hygiene education, there was
a decline in the rate of face-touching behavior among medical students. Face-touching
behavior was further classified into contacts with masked and unmasked facial areas. For
masked facial areas, prior to and after the delivery of personal hygiene education, the rate
of students touching their masked facial area declined following the announcement of
the personal hygiene reminder. We then focused on unmasked facial areas; the students
touched their unmasked facial areas less frequently after being reminded about proper hand
hygiene. After the hand hygiene reminder was delivered, the rate of smartphone-touching
behavior decreased accordingly.

Our study has some limitations. In observational studies such as this, it is better to
provide an interrater reliability assessment of the coded variables. In order to avoid possible
variance, the data were recorded with the use of a standard score sheet. The researcher
used a standardized scoring sheet to record the number of times that each observed person
touched their facial zone (unmasked area), masked area, and smartphones. The video
clip recorded during the 2 h session was reviewed by one researcher (Y.L.A.K.) who
solely calculated and double-checked the number of face touches and smartphone touches.
Relying on a single reviewer is a limitation of this study.

It should also be acknowledged as a study limitation that the analysis relies on an
uncontrolled before–after experimental design; i.e., there is no control group. Moreover, the
number of participants involved in our study was relatively small. This is important given
that the study, due to the small sample size of only 80 participants, appears underpowered,
especially given that the sub-analyses comparing mask touches or face touches, respectively,
rely on an even smaller number of participants. This is a limitation of our study. We had
hoped to include more medical students in our study, but some of them did not attend the
class due to personal factors.

Another limitation of the study was the inevitable negligence of the Hawthorne effect.
The Hawthorne effect refers to people’s inclination to modify their behavior in response to
their awareness of being observed in an experiment. Although we could not avoid this
effect in the current experiment, we can make use of hidden cameras in further experiments
so that we can observe the true response of the students.

Another limitation of the study was the inevitable negligence of the time effect. We
observed students’ face- and smartphone-touching behaviors immediately after hand
hygiene education, but people are likely to forget these instructions after a certain period
of time. Changing habitual behaviors is difficult without repeated reminders, and as a
result, the rate of face- and smartphone-touching behaviors may remain unchanged in the
long term. We aspire to further investigate the change of students’ face- and smartphone-
touching behavior after a certain period of time, be it a week or a month.

Our results correlate with those of previous literature in different aspects. Face-
touching behavior is one of the least conducted preventive behavioral changes among all
personal protective measures taken by Japanese citizens after the COVID-19 outbreak [14].
A previous study performed in Japan showed that the popularity of many personal pro-
tective measures, including social distancing measures, carried out by the general public
during the COVID-19 pandemic, improved. However, there is room for improvement,
especially in terms of avoiding touching the eyes, nose, and mouth [14]. Monitoring these
changes may be relevant when considering practical educational activities to raise and
promote awareness of and adherence to the preventive measures [14]. A Japanese study
showed that although more people practiced personal protective behavior since the early
phase of the COVID-19 outbreak, the frequency of face-touching behavior did not decrease
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accordingly. Our study indicates the importance of personal hygiene education in changing
people’s habitual face-touching behavior.

In addition to wearing a face mask, health education about hand hygiene is paramount.
The literature has indicated that proper hand hygiene before and after patient contact is
imperative in the prevention of infection transmission [15], especially during symptomatic
or asymptomatic prodromal stages when patients are shedding infectious materials and
frequently touch their mucosal areas [5]. In particular, clinicians caring for infectious
pediatric patients with high shedding concentrations may risk acquiring an infection if
they have a high level of face- and smartphone-touching behaviors [15].

Another study suggested that SARS-CoV-2 remains infectious for a few days on glass
and banknotes and for up to 6 days on glass and stainless steel. People come into regular
contact with living microorganisms when they touch these surfaces with their bare hands.
Contaminated hands thus become a vector that transmits the bacteria or virus from a
frequently touched surface to a person’s mucosal areas through face touching [16,17].
Because smartphone surfaces can be pathogen carriers, people must abandon the habit of
smartphone touching paired with face touching to break the transmission chain of infectious
disease. Judging from the aforementioned statistics, comprehensive health education
can effectively reduce the rate of students’ health risk behaviors, that is, touching their
smartphones and then masked and unmasked facial areas without adequate handwashing.

5. Conclusions

This analysis determined that comprehensive health education can effectively reduce
the rate of students’ health risk behaviors, that is, touching their smartphones and their
masked and unmasked facial areas without adequate handwashing.
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